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from the editor

The medium is the message
Pat Fitzpatrick CSSp
The medium? The blast of a bomb outside government buildings,
a killer with a shotgun on an island beach.
Mayhem in Norway, indiscriminate killing.
The message? “I kill what I don’t like.
I bomb and blast what I oppose.”

O

n what would have been his 100th birthday this past
July, many articles were written, many radio programs
aired to honour Marshall McLuhan — Winnipeg born,
University of Toronto professor, guru to thousands. One of his
memorable teachings was “The medium is the message.”
At Mass sometimes people have difficulty understanding
the accent of the medium — the homilist. As a result, the message — the teaching, the story, the parable — doesn’t communicate. At that famous march in Washington no one had
difficulty understanding the message of Martin Luther King:
“I have a dream” — the medium himself was the message.

Jesus knew his audience
Jesus was such a medium — he knew his audience: fishermen,
shepherds, farmers, small town traders, women, sometimes
children, those who needed healing. One writer summed them
up as “the last, the least, the lost and the little.” Jesus’ way of
life spoke to them. So did his words.
Jesus spent a long time taking in his surroundings: a cloud,
a mountain, a glass-like lake, a churned-up lake, meals (more
than anything else, perhaps — he went from meal to meal,
from house to house), a last supper. He noticed how farmers,
shepherds and fishermen went about their work. He noticed
how various plants grew.
He noticed the life of women in their homes — how they
prepared food, how they baked and cooked, their concern for
the sick members of the family. He accepted invitations to
their meals. He talked religion with them at a well, and in
their homes. He connected religion to their everyday life.
Who remained with him to the bitter end? His women
friends. They stood their ground when all the men had hurried
into hiding. And one of them, perhaps the most unlikely one,
Mary of Magdala, became his resurrection messenger to the
locked-in, fear-filled men.
Then and now, his message takes different twists and turns
— we need ‘mediums’ to convey it to our world: parents, religion teachers, homilists, catechists, storytellers, co-workers,
journalists, film makers, the audio-visually skilled. Far too

often ‘mediums’ convey the message in a language that is
foreign, abstract, cerebral, out of this world. Action verbs
become abstract nouns: ‘he became flesh and dwelt among us’
becomes ‘incarnation’; ‘he took, he blessed, he broke, he gave’
becomes ‘transubstantiation.’ Such language addresses only
the brain — and, more often than not, only the clerical brain.

Hot and Cool
Marshall McLuhan divided media into hot and cool. ‘Hot’ is
cerebral, rooted in the printed word and in technical language.
It distances the hearers. It pushes them away. Theological
language is hot.
‘Cool’, on the other hand, invites people to participate.
“Come and see” was how Philip invited Nathanael to get to
know Jesus. Ritual is cool. It includes symbols, rites, prayers,
stories, movement, bodily postures, responses, colours, feasts,
seasons. Ritual that’s really real speaks to and transforms the
whole person. Cool works best in our audio-visual age.
The best religion teachers (starting with mothers) have
always known this. Bring a child to church and walk through
the Stations of the Cross. Speak to that child about the Tabernacle or the crucifix or the stained glass windows. Let that
young person finger the rosary beads, dip his/her hand in the
holy water font and really trace the Sign of the Cross. Show
that child how to genuflect (even if your knees no longer reach
the floor).

Jesus the storyteller
Talk theology or canon law to people and you soon lose them.
Tell them a story and you hold them in the palm of your hand.
Jesus told stories — he taught through parables. Occasionally
he yielded to his disciples’ request, “What does that mean?”
by explaining some of these stories. But parables and similes
were his unforgettable way of talking about God and life, good
and evil, relationships among people: “It’s like this …”
To these he added ritual — in particular the ritual of the
Eucharist. He took the bread, said the blessing, broke the
bread and gave it to his disciples. (An aside: as he did this, he
didn’t turn his back on them.)
“We become what we behold,” wrote English poet, William
Blake. Our liturgy is an ancient, yet ever new medium of our
message. Its stories and rituals, its words and silences, its
‘smells and bells’ present a multi-media expression of our
belief. Our Catholic faith flows through our veins. Cool is
what counts. n
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remembering Fr Ted

“I’d
do it
again”
A

s she passed his open casket a young girl gently placed
her memorial card on his forehead — in blessing, in
thanksgiving, in love … her instinctive goodbye.
Adults paused in remembrance and prayer. The Knights of
Columbus honour guard stood at attention.
The pro-life movement had lost one of its giants. The Spiritans had lost one of their best-known members. Ireland,
Kenya and Canada had lost a man who gave his heart to all
three countries.
4
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On April 26, 2011 Father Ted Colleton died, three months
short of his 98th birthday. When we remember him we recall
his deep faith, his infectious joy, his unflinching commitment
to the Gospel. We remember a pro-life missionary.

Missionary in Kenya
Ordained in 1940, he was sent to Kenya as a Spiritan missionary. He worked there for thirty years until President Jomo
Kenyatta declared him “an undesirable alien” and deported

him for defending the role Christian missionaries played in
developing the East African country.
His parting words threw down a challenge: “After 30 years
in Kenya I am leaving. I am taking with me my pajamas, a
shaving set and a Bible. I hope everyone who comes to your
country puts in as much and takes out as little. Good night.”

New vocation in Canada
Kenya’s loss was Canada’s gain … Did Canadian Immigration
know who it was letting into the country?
Here he found a new vocation: a three-decade dedication
as a pro-life missionary. He was on the board of Birthright,
belonged to the Toronto Right to Life speakers bureau, was
a founding board member of Priests for Life Canada and
of Business for Life, a columnist with the Interim for more
than 25 years, and, along with Jim Hughes, the public face of
Campaign Life Coalition. He gave speeches and interviews,
provided spiritual guidance for countless pro-lifers and at prolife events. He encouraged pro-life activity and chided those
who stood by and did nothing. He estimated he met more
than 100,000 Canadians on his pro-life journeys, talking to
groups large and small, preaching the Gospel and teaching
about the unborn.

Many words — written and spoken
He raised more than $1-million through his three best-selling
books: Yes, I’m a Radical, I’m Still a Radical and his autobiography, Yes, I’d Do It Again.
He was a man of many words. Spoken words — sermons,
retreats, talks, stories, jokes, convictions. Written words —
columns in the Interim, three books, countless letters. But not
just words — a man whose words became flesh. He lived what
he proclaimed, even to the point of getting arrested.
“Having preached and talked and written about the evil of
abortion, I felt I had to take direct action.” So he put a padlock on the rear gate through which the women and girls
entered the Morgentaler clinic in Toronto. This led to the first
of at least a dozen arrests, four trials, and six weeks in the
Mimico Correctional Centre. Correctional Centre? — Ted was
incorrigible. His writings about life in prison were graphic,
unsettling, stomach-turning. He was no longer “Father.” He
was “Colleton”: “Colleton. Visit!” — “They used exactly the
same tone they would use in ordering a dog to lie down,” he
later wrote.

Prayer and Priesthood
When he retired from pro-life activism in his mid-90s, his public appearances became rare, but he was driven around to several Life Chain events. There he lit up with excitement and so
did those he came to motivate and encourage. He lamented he
couldn’t do much for the pro-life cause, but was reminded that
he always taught others that the most important thing they
could do as a movement was to pray. That he could still do.

Shine on, Fr Ted
For thirty long years, the so-called
“Heart of Darkness” — Kenya precisely —
Joyfully welcomed your light
As a treasured gift enlightening hearts.
Yet, in the Jerusalem of Canada,
While you held aloft your anti-abortion torch
They forced you to pay a price.
Thanks, Fr Colleton.
Yet ’tis no farewell we bid you —
For lo! a new star twinkles in the firmament:
Twinkle on, Spiritans’ spirit!
As the spirits of aborted ones cavort about you.
Twinkle on, as you hear our heartbeats unite
To take up the rhythm of your swansong.
— L.D. Anthony (abridged)

Then there was his cherished priesthood. “I cannot think of
any aspect of my life which I would substantially change —
and certainly not my Priesthood. I have daily stood at the altar
of God and offered the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass, raised my
hand in absolution over more repentant sinners than I could
ever count, poured the waters of Baptism over the heads of
babies without number, preached the Gospel in Ireland,
England, Africa, the United States and Canada and anointed
the foreheads of those who were within minutes of meeting
God face to face … And although I was only the instrument of
the church, it is consoling to realize in the evening of life that I
was chosen to be such an instrument. In this period of church
history, when the glory of the priesthood has been somewhat
overshadowed by the clouds of scandal and doubt, I want to
affirm this fact: if I had another life to live — I’D DO IT
AGAIN.”
The young girl’s memorial card had Father Ted’s photo on
the front. The reverse side read:
May the Lord support us all the day long,
till the shades lengthen
and the evening comes
and the busy world is hushed
and the fever of life is over
and our work is done.
Then in his mercy
may he give us a safe lodging
and a holy rest
and peace at the last.
— Blessed John Henry Newman
Spiritan / Summer 2011
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remembering Fr Ted

Jim Hughes, Chair, Campaign Life
I’ve known him for forty years so it’s hard to condense him into
10-12 minutes. His own words at the beginning of a talk come to
mind: “Set your watches. I’ll be here for about an hour.”
Yes, he did feel useless in the last few years of his life: “All I can
do now is pray.” But I reminded him of what he had told me from
Day 1 — the most important thing we can do as a movement is to
pray. He looked at me. “Giving me a homily now, are you?”
Fr Ted was a giant of a man, a giant of a pro-lifer, one of the
great heroes of the Canadian pro-life movement. He was a wonderful
The image of God in swaddling clothes has
example, giving everything he had for the unborn and vulnerable.
gripped the attention of the world in every age
Whenever he was in town, he was in our house. We lived at oppoand in every clime and will continue to do so
site ends of Hambly Avenue in Toronto. When I came home from
as long as the world needs love. And if ever
work I would find him sitting on the floor doing card tricks or coin
the
day comes when the world does not need
tricks with my children. I recall a breakfast at our house — we were
love — there won’t be any more world!
finishing ours when he dropped by. “What’s that in the frying pan?”
“Some bacon fat.” “Just put in a few slices of bread and heat them
— Ted Colleton, Yes, I’m a Radical
up. They’ll taste well.” Then a cup of tea — with four spoons of
sugar — followed by a piece of apple pie. And he lived to be 98!
Many other people fondly recall Fr Ted for his jokes and card tricks. But what
they did not always realize was that his humour and stories were theatrical
opening acts. After the light-hearted introduction, he had audiences eating out
of his hands.
I remember walking into the Bo Peep restaurant and seeing a leader of one
of the pro-abortion movements sitting at a table. I pointed her out to Ted. Over
Paul Tuns, Editor, The Interim
he went, hands out in greeting, his face lit up. “Hello! How are you?” I’m not
Fr Ted had the authority of a person who walks the
sure he really knew who she was.
walk. He lived what he proclaimed and paid a
Then there was the black trench coat. He came to our front door on a cold
penalty for taking a principled stand.
evening. Taking off his coat he remarked, “See this coat? I couldn’t find my own
When he was arrested for his pro-life activities,
winter coat so I went up to the VICS store this morning and got this one. You
some critics called him a radical. He embraced the
know, it fits perfectly and even has a little rose on the lapel.” My wife Jenny
description, using it in the title of his first book
piped up, “That coat’s been here for the last two years. I got so tired of seeing it
Yes, I’m a Radical, which went on to sell 20,000
that I brought it up to the VICS Store last week for resale.”
copies. Another book, Yes, I’d Do It Again, went
Finally there was the day we were showing some priests around the
through four printings. A third book was I’m Still a
Campaign Life offices. I opened a door and there was Ted fast asleep at his
Radical. Over twenty years his books raised more
desk. I quickly closed the door. But not quickly enough. One of them saw him.
than $1 million for the pro-life cause.
“That’s Ted Colleton! What’s he doing?” I had to admit, “He’s sleeping …
On her deathbed, Fr Ted’s mother had whisLet’s close the door so he can rest in peace.”
pered, “Edward, be a good priest.” His 70 years of
priestly service can be seen as an act of obedience
both to Christ and to his mother’s last wish.
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Trish Wojnar, niece
Our uncle and friend, Edward, was an exceptional human being. A man steeped in humanity,
of profound faith, and with a wonderful sense of humour.
Wherever he went he made life-long friends: kids now adults, adults now grannies and
granddads — many, many of them long since died. The people he met expressed a deep
affection, but above all, a great respect for him. He treated all equally, from the shoe-less
bush pupil he taught in the ’40s to the government ministers he so often and even more
recently opposed.
Edward did not cause controversy, but he certainly met it head-on. He left Africa in the
middle of the night with only his breviary, his razor, and pyjama pants in a plastic Barman
backpack. He brought love and education, respect for human dignity, along with the faith to
Africa — and he left with nothing. He also left some of his heart and a lot of his health
behind him. His utter conviction and his unbending faith brought him into conflict with the
authorities who took the easy way out and deported him.
In the early ’70s he moved to Canada at an age when many of us are retiring. Not Edward.
He embraced a whole new career. He became involved in Campaign Life Coalition, working
for the protection of the rights of the pre-born child. He embraced his new life with the same
conviction and passion that he had brought to Africa as a twenty-five year old missionary
priest. He gave it his all. His humanity and his conviction of the right to life shone through all
his words and actions. He raised funds through charity shops and ostrich farming, he spoke
in schools, lectured at seminars and actively campaigned on TV and radio for the cause. He
did not see that in any way he should compromise his principles: this was partly what made
him such an admirable person, but once more brought him into
conflict with authority.
Canadians were drawn to this extraordinary man who could
recite Shakespeare, laugh at himself and his own jokes, do card
tricks and turn every action into an act of faith. You welcomed
him into your homes, fed him cake and ice cream and did not
make him eat his greens! He found his new home among you.
He lived ninety-eight years and he acquired no possessions,
except his rosary and his breviary. Edward was a ”pray-er”. He
always said, “I’ll pray for you.” And he did. Whenever he
landed home, one of his first questions was, “Where can I say
Mass” Each day his holy office was a ritual he never missed. He
was a deeply religious man, his faith he always wore lightly, but
with deep conviction. I think he will be remembered as a man
and a priest who made a difference in this world.

Joe Scheidler, National Director,
Pro-Life Action League USA
Fr Ted was a holy man with a huge heart
that matched his height.

Spiritan Fr Paul McAuley
He did a great deal of visiting the sick in
hospitals just before they died. I’ve heard
many anecdotal stories about people
who’d been away from the Church or the
faith for a number of years.
He was a great people person with a
great sense of humour. He was actually
able to bring a great number of people
back to the Church or reconcile them to
God before they died.

I have been blessed, or some would say
cursed, with a conscience which will not
allow me to keep a prudent silence
when principles are at stake.
— Ted Colleton, Yes, I’d Do It Again

Spiritan / Summer 2011
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VICS at
Bob Colburn CSSp, VICS Director

2011

is a momentous year as VICS celebrates 40
years of service in Canada and around the
world. A small seed coming out of the life-giving documents of
the Second Vatican Council, it took root in 1971. The excitement and energy of VICS was clearly there in its very first year
as volunteers set out for various East African countries.
So much has happened since then. Nearly 800 volunteers
have come and gone, directors and office staff have served
both short and long terms of service and the grassroots work
of development and development education, both here in
Canada and ‘over there’, has gone on unabated.
VICS has served in nearly every profession from hospital
doctor to maintenance worker, from high school teacher to
university professor, from community development worker to
architect.
We look back over the past years in amazement. So much
has been accomplished — schools and churches built, lives

VICS reunion 2011
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40

saved, health enhanced, children and adults educated, hope
and laughter shared, clean drinking water savoured, crops
improved, buildings repaired, accounts kept — but, most
importantly, friends have been made and bridges between
“here” and “over there” have been built and solidified.

Special Celebrations
This 40th year has seen returned volunteers from across
Canada join in special celebrations in Vancouver, Edmonton,
Ottawa, Toronto and Antigonish. We have welcomed back
former VICS Directors Fathers Dermot Doran and Daniel
Abba, as well as Sally Kerr, who ran the VICS Office for 28
years. And we have celebrated — great memories shared, lots
of laughter, old photos and importantly the recognition of
belonging to a family — the VICS family. At every event you
could hear the words “VICS changed my life!” or “I think of
my life as ‘before VICS’ and ‘after VICS!’”

During the past
forty years
VICS Volunteers
have served in:
Africa
Above: VICS Directors, Bob Colburn CSSp, Dermot Doran CSSp and
Daniel Abba CSSp. Inset: VICS founder Desmond McGoldrick CSSp.

We have also paused this year to remember and pray for
the repose of the soul of the founding father of VICS, Father
Des McGoldrick and for Father Ted Colleton who worked
with VICS as Director of Fundraising for nearly 10 years. We
have remembered 17 former VICS Volunteers who have
passed away. May they rest in abundant peace.

Ongoing Commitments
The VICS Resale Centre in Toronto continues to serve the
community and to be staffed by generous and hard-working
volunteers. Betty Moore and those who work with her make a
generous donation to VICS each year — this year realizing
$20,000 from their Resale Centre. We are also immensely
grateful to our benefactors who over the past forty years have
given generously to VICS, endowing it for the future and
ensuring that the day-to-day expenses are met so that volunteers can continue to serve overseas.
Who would have thought those forty years ago that a movement, a force for change and, importantly, a force for hope
had been created? Today many of our returned volunteers are
engaged in justice and peace and development issues both at
home and overseas with a variety of international agencies. A
number are priests and religious sisters and brothers; many
have raised their children in the VICS tradition and yes, some
of these children, now adults, have served with VICS or are
planning to go out as volunteers. Not one of our returned
volunteers has forgotten their experience overseas!
As we celebrate these past forty years, let us remember and
celebrate our reason for being — the VICS volunteers from
Canada and now our local in-country volunteers presently
serving in Tonga, Nigeria, Cameroon, Nicaragua, Ghana,
Tanzania and Ethiopia along with other VICS projects in
South Africa and Sierra Leone. n

Togo
Gambia
Zambia
Malawi
South Africa
Kenya
Tanzania
Uganda
Angola
Cameroon
Ethiopia
Ghana
Ivory Coast
Somalia
Sudan
Lesotho
Mozambique
Liberia
Morocco
Egypt
Zaire
Niger
Rwanda
Sierra Leone
Zimbabwe

South Pacific
and Asia
Nepal
Tonga
Papua New Guinea
Samoa
Fiji
Japan
Kiribati
Nauru
Pakistan
Philippines
Yemen Arab Republic

Central and
South America
Nicaragua
Brazil
Honduras
Bolivia
Peru
Paraguay
Guatemala

Caribbean
Trinidad
Grenada
Bahamas
Haiti
Jamaica
St. Lucia
St. Vincent
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The million dollar
store
Ellen Herie,
VICS store volunteer

W

hen the Spiritans launched their foreign mission programme in 1971 under the direction of Fr. Desmond
McGoldrick, it was to provide Canadian Christians
with the opportunity of actively participating in the mission of
the church in the developing world. Volunteers with muchneeded skills — teachers, doctors, nurses, engineers — would
be sent to various countries to share their expertise with the
local people. The organization was known as Volunteer International Christian Service, or VICS.
Father Ted Colleton was very active in fund-raising on
behalf of the mission enterprise, and a group of lay Catholics,
loosely organized as the “friends of Father Colleton”, got
together regularly in order to support the missions. Among the
initial members of this group were May and ‘Podge’ Fitzpatrick, Clare Calabrese, Terry Bennett and Betty Powers.
I talked with May Fitzpatrick about the early efforts of the
group to raise money. It was obvious that there was an abundance of enthusiasm and commitment among them. They
spent evenings together rolling pennies, organizing dances,
bake sales and rummage sales. New members joined their
group and new initiatives were launched. The rummage sales
held in church basements on a regular basis were particularly
successful.
Thus, helped by the efforts of many donors, the first group of
volunteers were able to leave for the missions in the fall of 1971.

Opening a resale centre
Rummage sales called for a location to store clothing and
other articles and deliver them to and from the church
10
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basements, so the suggestion was put forward to open a
permanent location — a second-hand store.
In October 1980 Ray Sisk donated a small storefront office
on Kingston Road near Main Street — the first VICS store.
However, it soon became apparent that the space was far too
small to effectively store and display all the donations that
were pouring in, and shortly after, a new location near the
Winchester Arms on Kingston Road at Victoria Park Avenue
replaced Ray’s office. Betty and Charlie Moore had by this

They spent evenings together
rolling pennies, organizing dances,
bake sales and rummage sales.

time become very involved in fund-raising efforts for VICS.
Betty worked at the Winchester Arms location. as well as subsequent locations, and is now manager of the present store.
Another store was opened at Queen and Broadview Avenue
in 1982, run by Josie and Frank Whelan. It closed a year later.
Then in 1983, the group opened yet another store on
Gerrard Street. It ran successfully for one and a half years
under the direction of Clare Calabrese and Betty Moore.
It is interesting to read some of the store advertisements that
appeared in local publications and flyers. A flyer announcing
the opening of the first store “just West of Murphy’s ice cream
store” reads, “A large variety of good second-hand clothing at

They call themselves helpers or coordinators, but after careful consideration it is obvious that Clara Calabrese
and Betty Moore are experts at marketing, merchandising, and management, and the success of the VICS
Resale Centre on Kingston Road in
Toronto presents the evidence.
The store, which stocks men’s,
women’s and children’s clothing as
well as books, knick-knacks and small
appliances, is a model that many
organizations could study and profit

from when it comes to volunteers
meeting with great success. Betty is
responsible for keeping the place
clean, and she does this by ensuring
that the windows and glass in the
store sparkle, and the floors are
washed often, and that the place ‘has
a good smell to it’.
Clara Calabrese helps with the coordination — arranging shifts for the
30 volunteers who staff the store six
days a week from 10am to 5pm.
As well as selling to the public,

the right prices — also, all kinds of other goods…”. An ad that
appeared in the Scarborough Consumer invited customers to
“Visit VICS store today … for attic treasures. Clothing may be
second hand but it will look like new!”
For several years, used clothing and other articles were
supplied to the store from a drop-box set up on the grounds of
St. Joseph’s Church in Highland Creek. At first, volunteers
drove the donations to the store in their own vehicles —
Podge Fitzpatrick and Ray Sisk among others. Eventually
Charlie Moore arranged for a van to be purchased to transport
the goods to the stores.

One location needed
It became evident that it would be necessary to consolidate the
VICS stores at one location if any substantial amount of
money was to be made for the missions, so the search was on
for a suitable location.
On her way to St. John’s Church one morning in the fall of
1984, Betty Moore noticed a ‘For Rent’ sign in the window of
872 Kingston Road. It seemed an ideal location for a new
store. She encouraged Father Doran to enter into an agreement with the owner, and VICS opened the present store on

Shirley Reilly and Betty Moore at work in the store.

there is the mammoth job of sorting
everything that comes in through the
drop boxes at St. Joseph’s Church,
Highland Creek. Some of the pieces
of clothing must be taken home and
washed, ironed or ‘de-fuzzed’ as Betty
explains, and then brought back in
saleable condition. The present location at 872 Kingston Road is now
operating with great success.
Barbara Klich
VICS Newsletter, 1989

October 1, 1984 under the management of Clare Calabrese
and Betty Moore. The other stores were closed.
The store at 872 Kingston Road is still operating successfully today, having become a well-known and well-loved fixture of the neighbourhood. The list of volunteers who have
worked at the store and contributed to its success is too
lengthy to include here, but God knows who you are!
Not only has the store contributed to the VICS mission an
estimated $1,000,000 through the years, it helps numerous
seniors and our less well-to-do neighbours to purchase affordable clothing and household goods as well as providing an
outlet for goods which might otherwise end up in the landfill.
One further priceless benefit of the VICS store is the many
friendships that have developed among the volunteers.

Hats off to the store ladies
Father Bob Colburn, Director of VICS since 2006, wrote in
his 2011 Easter newsletter, “And then there are our store
ladies, those who under the direction of Betty Moore run a
great VICS Resale Centre in Toronto, and whose annual gift to
VICS makes a real difference to our financial bottom line.
Hats off to the store ladies!!”
In recounting some of the ups and downs of running the
store over the years, Betty Moore confided to me once, “I truly
believe God will keep the store going as long as he wants, so
all we need to do is show up and keep working.” The women
who make up the list of volunteer workers at the store, along
with Ann O’Brien who does the banking and takes care of the
financial reporting, continue their hard work to ensure the
success of VICS Resale Centre, and value the opportunity of
being a part of the important work of the overseas volunteers.
We are forging ahead. Sales are good, donations are pouring in, and we thank God that he has blessed this enterprise
which started so many years ago in a little storefront office
and has become a successful business — no mean feat in the
present economic environment. I am continually privileged to
be part of such a wonderful, hard-working group of dedicated
volunteers. Hats off to the store ladies indeed! n
Spiritan / Summer 2011
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VICS: Papua New Guinea

Papua
New Guinea

Journey
of a lifetime

Indonesia

Kathy Murtha

Australia

Scarboro Mission
Centre Director

set off for foreign lands. As the afternoon wore on and
the room filled with the smoke of the cigarettes we
shared, along with stories of our own lives that led us to
this place, I knew I had found a home in this volunteer
Christian community.

There to see me off

O

n a remarkable summer-like day in late October. In
the early 1980’s I boarded the Queen Street car in the
west end of Toronto and headed east to the last
streetcar stop. It was my 24th birthday and I wanted to do
something really big to mark the occasion — something that
might open up future horizons for a gal from the small town
of Lindsay who had spent her life safely between the covers of
books studying life, but not actually living or tasting it.
I had an appointment at the VICS office at 2475 Queen St.
to explore the possibility of embarking on a two-year overseas
volunteer assignment. Perhaps now I would be able to put a
real face to some of the world’s poor I had been studying and
writing about in graduate school. A delightfully engaging
blond Irish woman, Sally Kerr, greeted me at the door and
proceeded to lead me up the stairs to the large front office. For
the next two and half hours I was mesmerized by the story of
VICS and the adventures and learnings of volunteers who had
12
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Fourteen months later on an unbelievably bitter, cold,
icy, stormy January morning before dawn, my parents
were navigating the treacherous 401 to get me on a
plane to the Highlands of Papua New Guinea. No one in
their right mind would venture out on such an inhospitable day. So you can imagine my great surprise when
I got to the ticket counter and there was Sally and
Dermot. They had come to see me off. The memory of
those two indomitable leaders of VICS in the early hours
of that cold January day never ceases to warm my heart.
I actually had no idea where Papua New Guinea was when
Fr. Dermot Doran joyfully informed me that he had an ideal
assignment for me. After 6 years of University I was embarrassed to admit my gross ignorance. I simply nodded with as
much enthusiasm as I could. Upon returning home I ransacked my floor-to-ceiling bookcase for any mention of Papua
New Guinea, before informing the crowds awaiting my news.
No luck. Standing there baffled in the middle of my living
room, Papua New Guinea had already begun to have an
impact on my life.

Appreciating “The Other”
I began to realize the severe limitations of my perspective.
Almost all my books were written by American/European
white males working in a University setting. What would the
world look like if I could turn it upside down and begin to try
to see it from the perspective of, let’s say, a young poor black

mother from another part of the world struggling to feed her
children?
My journey of a lifetime had begun. A startling shift was
taking place within me. During my VICS orientation in
Trinidad one of the key facilitators spoke of the importance of
undergoing a Copernican Revolution, where we remove ourselves and our culture from the centre of the world and see
and appreciate “The Other.” This gave me the language and
the understanding to begin to grasp what was happening to
me. The process was accelerated during the orientation by the
presentation of a real map of the world — which accurately
depicts the true size of countries. Africa dominates the world
stage with its massive presence, while England looks so much
smaller than it has previously been portrayed.
I was heading for “the world down under.” Papua New
Guinea, I was relieved to discover, is an island just north of
Australia. So it was inevitable that my world would be turned
upside down and given a good shaking. There are 750 different
languages on the island of Papua New Guinea. I was being sent
into the very centre of the island to the Huli people of the
Southern Highlands, a stone-age tribal people who were first
‘discovered’ in 1956. Until that time we never knew they
existed, nor did they know that we existed. I had no idea that
there was a stone-age culture in the world, let only that it might
be possible that I could meet them and even catch a glimpse of
the world through their eyes. This was a trip of a lifetime!

“Not in Kansas anymore, Dorothy”
Fr. Doran sent me off to the far reaches of the earth with a
wonderful companion from Ottawa, Dorothy Wood. Dorothy
was a rich fountain of wisdom and intelligence, not to mention
reading material and music, both precious commodities in the
outbacks of PNG. Together we ventured into the unknown.
Upon arrival at Port Moresby, the capital, we were greeted by

the Capuchin Fathers and Franciscan Sisters we would be
working with in the Southern Highlands. The only way into
the centre of the country was by small plane. We had to wait
for what promised to be a clear day, in order to avoid running
into the face of the high mountains — one of the risks of
getting in and out of middle of the country.
I don’t think I’ll ever forget the day we first sailed above the
majestic mountains of the Southern Highlands and descended
upon the small dirt airstrip of Tari. High above the clouds
Dorothy and I shared our lofty hopes and dreams for the two
years ahead. As the plane descended and the fluffy clouds disappeared, we gasped at the sight of countless bare-chested

I began to realize the severe limitations
of my perspective … A startling shift
was taking place within me.

men dressed in leaves running down the mountainsides with
bones in their noses carrying bows and arrows and spears. I
turned to my companion and said, “I don’t think we are in
Kansas anymore, Dorothy.” Whereupon she nudged me out of
the plane first. Shortly after I discovered that one of the major
sources of entertainment in Tari was greeting the arrival of
any plane and seeing who was coming and going.

The middle of nowhere
After a rocky, dusty trip in the back of a pickup we arrived at
St. Joseph’s Secondary School compound. It seemed like the
middle of nowhere. It was totally deserted as everyone was
on holidays. As darkness descended our entire little cottage
Spiritan / Summer 2011
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Kathy Murtha and Dorothy Wood in Papua New Guinea.

became completely covered with these large black shelled
insects. I had never seen cockroaches before. I never thought
they could be that big and could fly. The only place that
wasn’t completely covered by these black creatures was the
kitchen table. At this point I was deeply grateful to Fr. Doran
for sending me overseas with Dorothy who came prepared for
any emergency. She just happened to have the making of a
PNG equivalent of a hot toddy.
My job was to teach English and Drama to the first generation out of the stone-age. English was going to be the official
language to bring the diverse cultural-language groups
together. The boys wore leaves to school and the girls wore
grass skirts. They had no last names as last names had not been
developed yet, nor did they know how old they were according
to our calendar. They started school whenever an elementary
school came into their area. By the time I encountered these
Huli students they had eight years of schooling in English and
were proficient in three to four different languages. They were
gifted story-tellers and had an amazing capacity for poetry.
Stories, I discovered, were the foundation and glue that held
the community together and gave it meaning.

“You are here and you have blood”
My students were my “way” out of the school compound into
the villages where I might begin to see the world through the
eyes of the Huli people. This wasn’t easy. The doors didn’t
begin to open until after my Holy Thursday visit to the Tari
hospital.
The hospital consisted of patients on dirt floors and an
intensive care unit with iron beds decked out with stained
sponge mattresses. As I greeted the spirited young doctor from
Saskatchewan an unearthly wailing grew louder and louder as
a massive group of distraught Huli people came down from
the mountains to the doorstep of the Tari hospital. They were
holding aloft a young man who had been shot with arrows.
14
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He was bleeding profusely and his life was endangered. The
Canadian doctor informed the mourners that the injured man
needed blood immediately in order to survive. At this point
the man was suddenly deposited at the hospital entrance and
the crowds dispersed. It didn’t make any sense. The doctor
explained that the people believe that their blood is their life
force and if you take away their blood you are taking away
their life. But don’t worry, he assured me. You are here and
you have blood. Upon being tested, it was discovered that I
am a universal donor.
Minutes later I woke up beside the injured Huli warrior and
his bows and arrows on the sponge mattress. That’s where the
people placed me after I fainted. I never got to know the guy,
but some ex-pats took pictures. When I finally returned to my
classroom, the students gazed up at me with amazement. I
had risen in their estimation. I had survived and my blood was
now in their people’s blood. Now the doors to their homes
and lives began to open.

Two different worlds
Many times I had entered into “another world” somewhat like
Alice in Wonderland. I grew up with the notion that black is
black and white is white. That is a fact of life … Not necessarily so. While in my culture white is the color of weddings and
black is the color around funerals, in the Highlands of Papua
New Guinea it is completely reversed. The bride and the
groom cover themselves completely in this shiny black paint,
while mourners spend months covered in white mud.
Europeans, as all outsiders were referred to, were constantly remarking that they found the Huli people rude at
times. We are so accustomed to saying “Thank you” as a sign
of respect. The people had no words for “Thank you” and
were therefore not given to our practice. Meanwhile myself
and other “expats” in our haste to get to our destinations were
constantly stepping over the Huli people’s legs and belongings
as they were sitting on the ground. This was the supreme
mark of disrespect in the Huli culture. God knows what all I
did to those poor people.
Every so often the American Franciscan Sister who ran the
school would manage to bring in some movie and we would
eagerly set up the projector and screen in the barn-like cafeteria. The villagers with their entourage of pigs and chickens
would join the students for these rare cinematic events.
Mary Poppins was a smashing hit in the outbacks of PNG.
The people were keen to know what magic we used to make
the animals dance. But most of all they wanted to know what
trick lifted the umbrella and the person under it into the air.
Sr. Lorraine, the Vice-Principal/Science teacher firmly
informed them that due to the laws of gravity it was impossible
for a person to rise from the ground. The film was simply
make-believe. The people didn’t seem wholly convinced. The
next day at Mass we celebrated the Ascension of Our Lord into
heaven — and they wanted to know if he had an umbrella.

The fire in the middle of the room
When I first met the Huli people I felt overwhelmingly sorry
for them. They seemed so poor. They lived in small grass huts
with dirt floors. Their few possessions consisted of a cut-off oil
drum in the middle of the room which served as a fire place for
warmth and cooking, a few blankets, a couple of pots and pans
and some tiny plates, perhaps an umbrella or two. I thought my
students would be enthralled by the comfort of our homemade
couches with soft cushions, but they admitted that they were
extremely uncomfortable. They kept looking for the fire in the
middle of the room which we could all sit around.
During my second year in PNG I overcome my initial culture shock. I began to notice that these so-called “primitivetribal” people had set up a society in which everyone had a
home with land to grow their own food. Here in the Southern

I began to notice that these so-called
“primitive-tribal” people had set up a
society in which everyone had a home
with land to grow their own food.

Highlands everyone had meaningful work, including the elderly
who were constantly in the company of one young person or
another. The place of the elder was at the centre at the fire.
They were the ultimate story-tellers, educators, and spiritual
advisors. Their presence and stories gave meaning and coherence to the community. I was once asked about the old people
in my country. I remember informing them that we had special
separate places where we put people when they got old. The
villagers wrinkled their noses and shook their heads with pity.
Another thing I noted was that there was little division
between rich and poor. People basically had access to the
same resources. If you wanted to be recognized as a powerful
leader in traditional Huli society you generously gave away of
yourself, time and material goods.
In essence, I received from the people I went to help an
alternative view of how a society might be set up. Here people
came before profits and all had a rightful and dignified place
with a roof over their head and food to eat. The experience
continues to give me much to think about.

building materials to replicate our Western European version
of church. Their round churches were built by the people
themselves with their own local material. People sat on the
ground. The churches also incorporated many of the important symbols and rituals of the Huli people.
There were not enough priests for every parish, but this did
not hinder the life and growth of the faith communities. The
priest had many parishes under his direction and visited them
every two to three months. In the meantime the laity were
empowered to run their own communities. In this context
their gifts flourished. You truly had a sense that the church
belonged to the people, who quite naturally and rightfully
spoke of “our church” or “my church.” To this day I continue
to be struck on how we in Canada tend to say “the church” as
if it is something outside of ourselves, something that is being
done to us.
A few months before I was to return to Canada, my students came banging on the front door of my cottage in the
early hours of the morning. “Miss Kathyo, Miss Kathyo, there
is some terrible news about your country. It is on the front
page of the National Papua New Guinea paper.” My heart
sank. In the two years I had been in PNG I hardly had any
contact with the outside world. We did not have access to
phones or internet. A letter took 6 to 8 weeks to get to the
Southern Highlands, if it ever arrived. So this must be really
serious news to reach me there.
I rushed out onto the veranda and the students lifted up the
front cover of the PNG National Paper and the headline read
“Shortage of Priests in Canada” and there was a picture of a
modern day white male with arms stretched out on a cross
and the caption read “Dare to be a Priest.” With touching
concern my students looked at me and said, “Miss Kathyo,
perhaps you need to go home, they need you there.” n

“Our church” and “my church”
The journey I took with VICS many years ago was a journey of
a lifetime. These days I find myself reflecting on the powerful
experience I had of the Catholic Church there. The missionaries to the Southern Highlands had facilitated a dynamic coming together of Christianity and Huli culture and spirituality. It
was new, fresh and full of surprising energy. The Bishop
wholly discouraged any efforts to bring in experts and foreign

Michael Doyle CSSp — the coming together of Christianity and Huli culture.
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Geneva, Switzerland

Human rights –
a simmering
pot
Edward Flynn CSSp

A

whole new adventure opened up for me when I first
wore the accreditation badge of VIVAT International.
I had taken up my new role as a Human Rights
lobbyist in Geneva. I knew little about human rights — and
less about advocacy. Still, I was prepared to give this fresh
activity a go.
In your 60s there is nothing like discovering a new expanse
of sea inviting you to explore its depths. It’s like diving into
unknown waters and exploring all their hidden wonders and
challenges. So far, it has been an eventful dive.
VIVAT (“may s/he live, may all persons live, may all creation live”) is now ten years old and ten religious Congregations, mostly missionary, belong to it. We Spiritans became a
permanent member in 2009.

Thinking outside the box
The novelty of a new role gave me a great sense of freedom.
No Spiritan had this job before! It was a welcome opportunity
16
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to “think outside the box” — in fact, there was no box to fit
into or to think outside of.
That in itself was a challenge: no living up to the expectations of an established audience, no looking over my shoulder
to see who was checking on me. Rather, a moment for me
to check my vision of world and service and to test my own
readiness to live out the vision of service that inspires my life.
My basic approach has become the KISS principle — Keep It
Simple, Stupid.

Finding my way
As a Spiritan missionary in Pakistan I had been given a job to
do and then allowed to get on with it. Now at VIVAT I had
another such opportunity.
Early on I learned one very good lesson from a Christian
Brother. After listening to me patiently, as I explained in vague
terms what I planned to do, he pointed out in clear and unambiguous language that I needed to have a focus. All NGOs

(Non-Governmental Organizations) have a clear mandate —
with a specific focus e.g. disability, development, formal education. Their focus enables them to become more professional.
They aim to provide what the UN calls “added value.”

meet your friends, share stories, enjoy their company, hear
a lot of words, and don’t remember anything. The result?
Nothing changes.

A Challenge to the Church
My mobile office
I decided to work on a daily basis with a laptop. It became my
mobile office tucked into my knapsack. I attended meetings in
Room XX of the Palais des Nations, the principal UN building
in Geneva. For the first year I worked alone, making introductions, contacting other NGOs, taking initiatives and deciding
where to put my energies. Mandat, a Swiss NGO, has been
the most supportive, offering helpful information on settling
down in this multi-national city and learning how to negotiate
the complex UN system. I have also been
involved in organizing a monthly meeting
of representatives of Catholic religious
congregations working at the UN here in
Geneva.
Not having an office gave me great flexibility to be out and about — my time was
not taken up with a lot of administrative
work. I arranged to meet people in the
cafeteria at the UN building or some other
convenient public place.

The way it was in Pakistan
My current setting is very different from the
Pakistan towns and villages of South Punjab and North Sindh, where I learned about
extreme poverty and oppression over many
years. Exploitation and a total lack of concern for the rights of the people were and probably still are
ingrained practices among the feudal class of the Indus plains.
Child labour, violence against women and inadequate
health and educational facilities are an accepted way of life.
Too many people are still struggling for survival while too few
concern themselves with the common good.

The world of diplomacy
Working among state representatives and professionals in the
field of diplomacy is not the easiest context for someone like
myself. I feel uneasy about our secure and comfortable lifestyle
as I try to encourage them to address the injustice in their
countries.
They know nothing about victims of human rights violations, have no knowledge of or interest in human rights and
have never dreamed of changing the situation. They have a
duty to represent their country at this body and they do so
with politeness, charm and efficiency.
A few weeks ago I heard a longtime Swiss campaigner for
human rights compare the Human Rights Council meeting to
a liturgy — a place you go to regularly, a place where you

In the past, the Catholic Church has been cautious when it
came to the work of promoting Human Rights. It was easier to
be involved in works of charity, to establish institutions for
health and education than to campaign with and for those
who were denied their rights. Is the Human Rights movement
too questioning of the status quo? Might involvement in this
human activity be too much of a challenge for the Church?
But things are changing fast these days. There are now several religious congregations engaged in advocacy for the rights
of people around the world. Such advocacy
is about establishing just and fair relationThe Broken
Chair
ships between people. So VIVAT International has chosen to locate itself in Geneva
to do advocacy work with the Human Rights
Council.
Standing in the square in front of the
UN building in Geneva can be a highly
significant experience. You look down a
colourful avenue of 192 national flags. On
the square itself there is a very large piece
of sculpture, The Broken Chair. It commemorates those injured by landmines. The
street between ”the square with the chair”
and the UN building is called Avenue de la
Paix: one of the UN’s founding aims was to
work for the advancement of peace among
all peoples.
The more knowledge we have about human rights, oppression and injustice the better equipped we are to engage with
others to effect positive change.

Where are we Spiritans?
The Spiritan approach to human rights appears somewhat
ambiguous. Our overall attitude is negative rather than positive. We work extremely hard in solidarity with people who
suffer from abuse and violations of human rights. But do we
speak out sufficiently in their defence? Are we happy to have
other people do the campaigning and advocacy? Why are we
not more vocal in our denunciation of situations of violence?
As an international organization, what level of interest do
we have in the world of international affairs? How involved are
we in seeing that people’s rights are respected and protected?
How would such a focus change the way we function in the
world? How would it impact on our own work with children?
We have a lot of ground to make up. Let’s make a start. n
Reprinted with permission from Spiritan Horizons, Fall 2010.
VIVAT International website: www.vivatinternational.org
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from Neil McNeil to Parliament

Andy Cash
A Catholic social justice upbringing
Ted Schmidt

O

ne of the surprising results in the May Federal election was the victory of Andrew Cash in Dovercourt
riding in downtown West Toronto. This was a riding
that for 50 years had sent a Liberal to parliament and which
had returned incumbent Mario Silva by 5,000 votes in the
previous election.
Silva made the fatal mistake of taking Cash for granted —
and for his stunning mistake NOW magazine quipped, “The
voters traded in Silva for Cash.”
Andrew’s victory gave voice to many who watched in dismay
as Canada seemingly moved away from its caring and compassionate history toward an ever more unequal society. As one

who has had a catbird seat on Andy’s principled life for more
than three decades, his election said to me that periodically the
cosmic wheels do tumble in the direction of justice.

A deep value system
Andy Cash left Neil McNeil over thirty years ago, but when he
left he had already internalized a deep value system closely
aligned with the liberation and creative perspectives of the
Hebrew scriptures and the radical vision of the Sermon on the
Mount. His response to Jesus’ invitation to the reign has never
been the tepid “Lord! Lord!” rejected in Matthew’s gospel
(7:21), but in the “doing of the Father’s will”, advocating for
the values of the kingdom, fighting for the common good, an
end to war making, increased foreign aid and sensitivity to the
poor, the prime place where Jesus locates himself.

He told me how shocked he was that the
moral legacy he had received from his family
and Neil was not shared by the broader world.

I met Andy on the third floor of Neil after teaching his
older brothers Ricky and Marty. My simple demand: return
immediately the Clockwork Orange novel brother Marty had
not returned to the Religion Department!

A niche in the world of music
Our next meeting and the beginning of a long friendship with
my whole family was outside the Brunswick Tavern in 1980
where he was postering the next gig for L’Etranger, the punk
group he and Charlie Angus started. Angus later heard a deeper
call and left to open a Catholic Worker House in Cobalt. He is
now the NDP member for Timmins-James Bay.
Cash’s hardscrabble education had begun, scrambling for a
niche in the world of music. He would never attend university, but became a serious autodidact, a voracious
reader as he strove mightily to understand the context
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where he lived and worked. Unlike many others who went to
university to get a passport to the good life, Andy did the intellectual spadework on an ongoing basis in order to cut through
society’s blandishments, propaganda and false consciousness.

Boomtown
Once in a conversation he told me how shocked he was that
the moral legacy he had received from his family and Neil was
not shared by the broader world dominated as it was by the
ethos of the greed decade, the 90s. He took issue with this in
his 1990 Juno-winning song “Boomtown”, a strong critique of
“market values” over the national interest.
I don’t wanna live in this Boomtown no more!
I don’t want to judge my life by what I can’t afford
I don’t wanna live in this Boomtown
It’s busting down my door (Chorus)
The landlord called last night, he said he’s
selling off our home
He says he’s sorry but the neighbourhood has changed
They’ll renovate this old dump and put us out
with last week’s JUNK
Some trendy folks gonna have a new place to play.
I’ve watched with admiration his sterling attempts to forge a
life in music which would have great integrity. His lyrics consistently showed a deep understanding of the deleterious effects
of advanced capitalism on ordinary folks. Also, he was abundantly worried about the marginalization of kingdom values.

Murder, 2007
In Jesus’ name, the sign of the cross
You can see him weep at the senseless loss
He says, “Sometimes I regret those 33 years,”
As the blood spilled fills his eyes with tears.
Murder = opportunity,
you can make a lot of money selling weaponry.
Jesus said, “Do not kill.”
Yeah — well, Jesus Christ he’s so over the hill.
In a recent article by Paul Weinburg, the author compared
Andrew’s election chances to those of his opponent in these
words, “But he makes up for that with an intensity that’s hard
to ignore, perhaps the result of his Catholic social action
upbringing …”
When Andrew won, I received a call from Neil Principal,
Mike Wallace, and veteran teacher Paul Edwards. They had
gifts and a note of congratulation and they asked me to bring
them to Andy. They too were proud that a former Neil student
with a Catholic social justice upbringing was off to join his
lifelong pal Charlie Angus in challenging the religion of empire
and corporate dominance. n

My Heart
is Ready
O God,
you alone can handle the human heart.
I acknowledge your power.
For a long time you have been trying
to speak to my heart.
But, for an equally long time,
I have refused to listen.
Come to this heart of mine
where you have wanted to come for so long
— a heart that is finally ready
to listen to you..
O God, you want me to be
a man after your own heart.
Give me strength.
Anoint me with your wisdom.
Enlighten me with your insight.
I will make you known
to hearts that do not know you.
My God, what do you want me to do?
My heart is ready.
Prayer of Claude Poullart Des Places,
founder of the Spiritans
Spiritans celebrate him on 2 October every year

Ted Schmidt taught Religion at Neil McNeil from 1968-1986.
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TransCanada Assembly
From May 24th - 27th, 2011,
the Spiritans and Lay Spiritans
of the TransCanada Province
gathered at Queen of Apostles
Retreat Centre in Mississauga,
Ontario for the TransCanada
Assembly. The purpose of the
Assembly was to elect our
leaders, review our policies
and plan for the future.
(Photos by Nicholas Twumasi)

Alex Osei & Carlyle Guiseppi

Gary & Joy Warner

John Geary, Gerry Scott & Jimmy Dunne

The two Kellys – Barney & Joe
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The Lay Spiritans and their Director

Paddy O’Donoghue & Tom Garvey

Louis Cassidy

Dermot Doran & Sydney Chang

David Okenyi & Anthony Adusei

food for thought

If you came into this world
and nothing changed …
why did you come?
If you came into this world
and one person is better
because of you …
thank you for coming.

It all starts as a seed,
doesn’t it?
Anonymous

Catholic Teachers’ Retreat

When he composed his monastic
rule, St Benedict chose to
begin his prologue with the
word, “Listen” … He knew that
listening was the first step
toward connecting with God.

We are called by God to carry
on the living story of his Son.

No medium is beneath us
when it comes to proclaiming
the Gospel, especially to the
young … how sad it would be
if we did not use the latest
tools available to us to
communicate the Word of
God. If Jesus could talk
about the birds of the air,
then we can surely tweet.
James Martin SJ

Ontario Catholic Student Leadership
Conference 2011

Deacon Bill Gervais, Kingston, Ontario

The Church has traditionally seen itself as a teaching organization.
Teachers are first learners, and teachers of the Word are first
listeners to the word. If the Church is to be true to its identity
it must first see itself as a learning organization.
Kevin Egan
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home and away

He found his niche and bloomed
Fr Conor Kennedy CSSp – b. August 7, 1936 in Cork, Ireland; d. July 9, 2011 in Pietermaritzburg, South Africa
Locky Flanagan CSSp
n the death in South Africa of Fr. Conor Kennedy CSSp,
a favourite expression of his comes to mind. “My-oh-my”.
My-oh-my…what a character, an individual for sure, a onceborn.
Conor left Edmonton for Malawi in the early 70’s, having
left Ireland for Canada a few years previously. He gladly
followed his heart’s desire and the request of his superiors, in
departing for the “warm heart of Africa”.
For the first couple of years he worked in
southern Malawi and then took a circuitous route to find his niche. Not unlike
the earliest French Montfort missionaries,
he traveled half way up country (however
he had four wheels) to Mtendere mission,
a sprawling huge parish, straddling the
Mozambican border.
Monsignor Lawrence Mangani, was
The Bambo Mfumu, the elder, the pastor
of Mtendere. He was among the first
generation of Malawian priests. Conor
quickly came to know and revere the
Monsignor; he, in turn, nurtured Conor’s
respect for the people of Malawi. In him
Conor had a mentor; their relationship
was akin to father and son.
For many missionaries in far flung places their ministry is
low profile and infrequently broadcast. Not Conor — on his
tri-monthly visits to his southern confreres, he regaled them
about the huge numbers of weddings, baptisms, funerals he
did. His stories were taken with a certain amount of salt.
However, as always with Conor, he had stories, and strong
opinions re world and local news. He lived for arguments and
strong discussions.
I always picture Conor in the shadow of Mgr Mangani — not
preaching, just example. He imbibed a deeper understanding of
“fatherhood”. Consciously or unconsciously he grew in understanding young people, as a father senses his growing family. He
listened when approached by inquirers with their problems,
hopes and dreams. He offered encouragement and hope.
He would meet with those who spoke of priesthood, advising them to explore the diocese and other Congregations so
that the likely aspirant would reflect and deepen his resolve.
To aspirants for the Spiritans in the years when we had no
local formation set up, he would give some instruction on
prayer, religious life, Spiritan charism and mentor those first

O
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Top: Mr Bakili, President of Malawi, greets Conor
Kennedy, dressed in his robe as Honorary Chief of
the Ngoni tribe. Left: As an honorary Ngoni chief
Fr Conor Kennedy presented the ceremonial spear
and shield to Spiritan Fr Joao Luis Dimba on the day
of his ordination.

searchers. He sourced funds to send them
to the novitiate either in Tanzania or
South Africa. Conor played a huge role in
fostering our first generation of Spiritan
priests from Malawi and Mozambique.
During the civil war in Mozambique,
refugee camps dotted the frontier area. Nzama, was a border
mission and Conor was not only Bambo Mfumu, he was also
involved in advocacy work on behalf of the refugees.
Among the many who approached Conor for assistance,
was John Dimba. Soon John was learning English and after
three years he was reunited with his family in Mozambique.
The memory of Conor’s untiring and dedicated service to the
refugees and to the poor remained with John. In 1988 with
aspirations of joining the Spiritans, he sought out Conor.
In 1990 he submitted his application, and in 2002 he was
ordained at Nzama, as the first Spiritan missionary from
Mozambique.
It was truly a wonderful celebration with poignant
moments, especially when Conor, as an honored Agoni chief,
presented to the new priest the shield and spear of the Agoni
tribe. Nzama, an Agoni stronghold, erupted into dancing and
singing, ululating, clapping, cheers and joy.
Afterwards Fr John Dimba CSSp spoke: “My conviction to
become a Spiritan was because I wanted to be as helpful to
others, in a Spiritan way, as he was to so many suffering
people that had been squeezed to society’s periphery.” n

home and away

New Provincial Council

New pastors for
St. Denis Parish
At the invitation of Bishop Gerard Bergie, Fr Nicholas
Twumasi (Ghana) became Pastor and Fr Oliver Iwuchukwu
(Nigeria) Associate Pastor of St. Denis Parish in St.
Catharines, Ontario, on August 31, 2011.

Bob Colburn

Paul McAuley

Nicholas Twumasi

Francis Folleh

Oliver Iwuchukwu

Alex Osei

TransCanada Jubilarians
60 years a priest

50 years a priest

Neal Shank

Renewal of commitment

John Cunningham

Dermot Doran

60 years a Spiritan

Patrick Doran

Francis Laverty

50 years a Spiritan

William McCormack

Joseph Kelly

25 years a Spiritan
John and Katie Flaherty, Brian and Gilorma Joel celebrate the
renewal of their commitment as Lay Spiritans.

Robert Colburn
Alexander Osei
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TINK
Tink! Tink! Tink!
this is the sound of the buzzyfur
angry droning hornet
as she bangs her helmet head
again and again against
the hot lightbulb
in my dull rose-soapy bathroom.
She circles with blind eyes
smashing against glass
stupidly snoring her buzz
bonking the thick wall only
inches from the open door.
Her whine fills the still room
and heats it up with her angry waspishness.
I shall call her jealousy.
— Kate Marshall Flaherty

